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This update of a classic text folds the new field of neuroscience for design into well-established

environment-behavior (E-B) methods and approaches. Illustrated evidence-based building and open

space case studies demonstrate E-Bâ€™s continuing design impact. Fundamental theory and

practical research methods are presented for planning, programming, designing, and evaluating the

effects of physical environments in use. Part I describes how designers and researchers employ a

similar creative process that promotes collaboration and yields greater design creativity and

research effectiveness. Part II focuses on research methods to understand how buildings and

spaces work: observing behavior and the physical environment, asking questions in interviews and

surveys, and employing archival records that include data and physical plans. 50 illustrations
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â€œI have rarely read a more fascinating book. Zeisel manages to provide easy-to-understand

explanations of novel applications and familiar concepts.â€• - The Fulcrumâ€œWhat John Zeisel

does better than anyone else is to link social science research to design practice.â€• - Dr Francis

Duffy, RIBA, founder, DEGW Architects and Plannersâ€œThis bookâ€™s emphasis on the emerging

connection between neuroscience, physical environment, and health improvement provides

environmental designers with new and important keys to creating better supportive environments for

everyone, including people living with Alzheimerâ€™s.â€• - Elizabeth Brawley, author of Design

Innovations in Agingâ€œThe design community is ripe for a revival of research, especially for ideas



and practices that inform designâ€™s contribution to human experience. Zeisel invites us into the

tent to inspire us with the biggest idea of all: that neuroscience can help us create places that

enhance the performance of our brains.â€• - Valerie Fletcher, Executive Director, Adaptive

Environmentsâ€œThis extremely readable yet profound book provides every architect, building

client, and policy maker with the practical steps needed to create buildings that â€˜workâ€™ and

then to learn from both their successes and their mistakes to create even better buildings in the

future. Illustrated case studies clearly demonstrate the constructive impact that Zeiselâ€™s

approach can have in design practice.â€• - Victor Regnier FAIA, professor of architecture and

gerontology, University of Southern California

What information can social scientists offer designers about the ways in which people and groups

with different needs and purposes behave in different settings? And how can designers use this

information to best advantage? Illustrating his points with many references to actual projects in

North America and Europe, John Zeisel explains, in nontechnical language, the integration of

research and design. Sociological, psychological, and anthropological methods can be tailored to

address such practical questions as how to keep tourists from getting lost in a city and how to build

low-income housing projects that will not be vandalized. A wide audience will find his presentation

stimulating and useful. Social scientists will be interested in the potential he describes for the

application of their work; designers, architects, landscape architects, and planners will welcome his

practical account of how and when, in programming, design review, and evaluation, to undertake

environment-behavior research. Inquiry by Design is a lively and provocative text for students in all

the fields related to environmental change.

We started looking at how to use our space and what could be made better by us.. We are 69 and

75, married for 48 years and enjoy our home and each other everyday. This book changes our out

look on how to improve our yard and house. Thanks. Jerry and Barb Dantry

Vey interesting concept and approach to programming. Hard to read at times, but the chapters are

well thought through and well researched.

The book is in excellent conditions. It was exceeded my expectations.

I read the book about a year ago but forgot to review it promptly. For this review I've looked back at



my highlights to refresh my memory and my review may not be as good as it could have been.

Sorry.The book used actual research results from a variety of studies to support the hypothesis that

architecture and interior design can dramatically improve occupant's well-being. We respond

neurologically, psychologically, and physiologically to our environments, and that designers can

craft interiors that improve our well-being, including health and longevity.The book includes a

section on observing environmental behavior that gives designers a jump start on the practical

application of ethnographic research for interior activities.I didn't get as much information from this

book as I had hoped. That isn't necessarily the author's fault though. The main problem is that the

depth of research we need for understanding how to design architecture and interiors for human

well-being is limited by both funding and researcher's imaginations. This is probably about the best

the book could be written at this time in history.I would love to recommend this book to all architects

and interior designers but I know many and they would never have the patience or interest to get

through it. However, there is a small tribe of designers who realize that both professions are sadly

lacking in understanding humans in interior environments. If you are in that tribe then this book is a

must read. You will help change the world.- jim

Interesting book with an insightful perspective on how our environment shapes us. Doesn't really

cover neuroscience of architecture as cover may hint
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